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During data storage and forwarding, the storage resources in the delay tolerant network (DTN)
are often allocated unfairly between the routing nodes. To improve the fairness and the routing
performance in the DTN, this paper puts forward an optimal storage allocation plan for routing
nodes based on the weighted max-min fairness. Unlike the existing storage allocation plan,
which adopts the first-come, first-served mode, the weighted max-min fairness principle can
allocate data transmission opportunities fairly to the data nodes, while giving more resources
to key tasks and reducing service waiting time. The simulation experiment shows that the DTN
routing algorithm after the optimization of storage resources achieved better transmission
success rate and mean network delay than unoptimized routing algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

in the DTN network as data carriers. When a node requires
data transmission, its neighbor nodes can receive data as data
carriers based on a certain rule and send them to other nodes
until these data reaches the destination node. The above
routing algorithms focus on how to select a proper data
forwarding node. We can improve the algorithm efficiency by
changing the rule of picking out the forwarding nodes. On this
basis, the focus of study is on the allocation optimization of
storage resources in data forwarding nodes to improve the
performance of the routing algorithm.
This paper outspreads the study on the storage allocation
plan of DTN routing nodes. We allocate data storage resources
in data forwarding nodes based on the weighted max-min
fairness principle. While ensuring the resource allocation
fairness, the security level of key data is improved. Simulation
test shows that: compared with the first-come-first-serve
allocation model, the routing algorithm improved by this
program has a better response to network transmission success
rate and average delay, and significantly improves the DTN
network performance.

The concept of DTN [1-3] was first proposed by DTNRG
(Delay Tolerant Network Research Group) in 2003, in an
attempt to solve the problem of frequent interruption and long
latency of interstellar network via DTN network. In that year,
Kevin Fall delivered the famous paper "A Delay-Tolerant
Network Architecture for Challenged Internets" at the
SIGCOMM international congress, which served as a classic
in the DTN network field. Up to now, the DTN has been
widely applied in agricultural networks [4], interstellar
network [5], wildlife survey [6-8] and in many other fields. It
indeed has an immense application prospect.
Routing relevant technology is a hotspot in the field of DTN.
There are classic DTN routing algorithms including Epidemic,
PROPHET, Spray and Wait, and MaxProp. In the Epidemic
infection mechanism algorithm, each node clones the copy of
messages to the nodes it encounters. However, subject to the
capacities of nodes and caches, many messages will be
retransmitted and discarded, and there are significant
resources consumed on the Internet [9]. The PROPHET
algorithm, in accordance with the motion law of nodes, the
messages can be duplicated to the nodes where it is more likely
to complete the data transmission by predicting the probability
that these messages can reach the destination nodes, thereby
limiting the copies of messages and reducing the consumption
of network resources [10]; Spray and Wait algorithm specifies
the upper limit n of forwarding messages, thus avoiding such
terrible mess that there are too many messages possibly
generated that may cause an explosive growth of network
overhead [11]. MaxProp routing algorithm introduces the
priority to mark data, that is, data with higher priority is sent
first, otherwise, it is first removed. In this way, the access rate
of resources in the nodes will be greatly improved [12].
Although the above routing algorithms are different from each
other, they are inseparable from basic mode of DTN network
routing, i.e. "storage-mobility-forward" which uses the nodes

2. NODE CACHE ALLOCATION MODEL BASED ON
WEIGHTED MAX-MIN FAIRNESS PRINCIPLE
2.1 Network situation
As shown in Figure 1, for data forwarding point f, there are
three nodes a, b, and c that have data forwarding request in the
communication coverage of current location. It can be
interpreted there are multiple data transmission requests in any
one time. Assume that individual node among them has too
much data to be sent, but the storage resources in current data
forwarding node are insufficient to store all data requested for
transmission. In this case, it is required to consider the
allocation of storage resources. If the resources in the memory
of data forwarding node are simply allocated using the “first
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come first serve” model, some nodes may have too long
latency time, and even it is possible to cause the mess that
individual key data will be still unserved after the data
forwarding nodes have been recurred many times. Therefore,
in order to improve the DTN network performance, it is quite
necessary to optimize the allocation of storage resources in
data forwarding nodes.

resource allocation of the data forwarding node can be
expressed as B1={b11,……,b1n}, where b1i can be expressed by
the Formula (1).
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After finishing the first round of storage space allocation,
compare the data node demand xi to the memory allocation
volume bi. If bi is equal to xi, the node ni acquires the storage
space bi; if bi is greater than xi, storage space xi is allocated to
the node ni. And the excess is regained; if bi is less than xi, the
storage space bi is assigned, and the node ni participates in the
next round of storage space allocation. The storage resources
available for data nodes in first round are shown in Formula
(2).
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Figure 1. Network model
2.2 Optimization algorithm of storage allocation for data
forwarding node
The weighted max-min fairness algorithm [7] is widely
applied in network communication fields, such as network
routing, traffic distribution, resource scheduling. For the DTN
network situation described in the previous section, to solve
physical problems occurred therein, we work from optimizing
the allocation of storage resources in the data forwarding
nodes, and use the weighted max-min fairness principle to
optimize the storage allocation program, thereby reducing the
average latency time of services and improving the quality of
network services.
As shown in Figure 1, when the data forwarding node s is
in the current position, there are multiple nodes in
communication coverage, which wait this node to provide data
forwarding service. Multiple data nodes submit packets
requested for service to the data forwarding node, and after
parsing, s acquires the total volume of data required to be
stored and forwarded. If the total volume of data is less than or
equal to storage resources of f, the normal data storage and
forwarding services should be provided for all nodes;
otherwise, the allocation of memory space should be improved.
In order to improve the model generality, it is assumed that
there are n data nodes in the data forwarding coverage, and the
set of data nodes, D={d1,……,dn}, the data storage requested
for the data nodes in this session, X={x1,……,xn}, where x1<=
x1……<=xn; it is also assumed that the remaining storage
space in the current data forwarding node f is s, and the
communication window time of the data forwarding node with
relevant data nodes is long enough to perform the relevant
operations.
Assume that the weights of n data nodes in this session are
W={w1,……,wn}, respectively. The weight represents the
importance of relevant data nodes, and can also be interpreted
as the quality of service requirement in relevant sessions. Here
we divide the weight into 10 levels represented by 1~10,
respectively, where, 1 represents the minimum level and 10 is
the maximum level.
Based on the above assumptions, firstly, according to the
weights of n nodes, the remaining storage space in the data
forwarding node f is allocated in first round, then the memory

xi = bi
xi  bi

(2)

After the first round of allocation of storage resources, it is
assumed that the remaining storage resources in the data
forwarding node are s1 at this time, and there are still k nodes
that do not acquire all required storage resources, then
reallocate the storage resources in the second round according
to Formulas (1) and (2). If the second round of allocation of
storage resources has not yet been enough to satisfy the
demands of all nodes for storage resources, and the remaining
storage resources in the data forwarding node are not zero,
continue to repeat the above steps for resource allocation until
it is ended or demands of them are all met, as shown in Figure
2.
Start

Initiate the data forwarding node,
the remaining storage space is s

Aggregate data forwarding requests
in the communication area, the
storage space required is sum

Y
Sum > s

Allocate the Resources
according to Formulas (1)(2)

N

Receive all data

Find unserved data nodes

N

Y
S == 0

End

Figure 2. Allocation process of storage resource in data
forwarding nodes
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3. ALGORITHM SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Here, we change the number of data forwarding nodes, and
the storage space of the data forwarding nodes to observe the
network transmission success rate and the network average
delay, as well as the network state. The weighted max-min
storage and first come first serve allocation modes are
compared and analyzed for performance.

Data node 1

3.1 Simulation setting
The simulation tool used herein is ONE [13-14] developed
by AriKeränen and Jörg Ott at the Aalto University in Helsinki,
Finland in Java. It can run on multiple platforms such as
Windows and Linux.
As shown in Figure 3, there are three sets of data nodes in
the simulation environment, each of which has multiple nodes
and randomly moves around the fixed point. Three routes are
set up among the three sets of data nodes. Some data
forwarding nodes move recurrently according to the routes to
provide data storage and forwarding services, and the storage
resources are allocated for them using the weighted max-min
and the first come first serve algorithms. Other main
simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

Data node 3

Data node 2

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of Simulation network
topology

Table 1. Main simulation parameters
Parameter
Communication rate
Node communication radius
Node movement model
Node movement speed
Data generation interval
Number of data nodes
Data survival time
Scene size

Value
250
10
ClusterMovement、MapRouteMovement
3,5
8,12
120
60
4500,3400

Simulation duration

43200

3.2 Analysis of simulation results

Description
250kbps
Node communication radius is 10m
The data node is ClusterMovement;
The data node is MapRouterMovement
The movement is at 3-5 meters/s
A packet generates every 8 ~12 s
Number of data nodes required for service in the network
Packet survival time is 60 min
The simulation scene is 2000m*2000m
The simulation duration is 12 h

success rate.

Here, by modifying the sizes of storage resources and
packets and the numbers of data forwarding nodes and data
nodes, the performance of the weighted max-min and firstcome first-serve storage resource allocation modes are
compared and analyzed under different conditions.
3.2.1 Relationship between storage space in data forwarding
nodes and the performance storage allocation mode
This section discusses the relationship between the storage
resource allocation mode for data forwarding nodes and the
performance of routing algorithms. Based on the simulation
scenario in Table 1, the number of data forwarding nodes is set
to 5. By modifying the size of the storage resources in the data
forwarding node, we analyze how it plays an effect on the
performance of different storage allocation modes, see Figure
4 and 5 for test results.
As shown in Figure 4, the network transmission success rate
significantly doubles as the storage resources in the data
forwarding node build up. Assume the service demand
remains unchanged, it tends to be stable when the memory
resources increase to a certain extent. The two sets of curves
are contrasted, the routing algorithm based on the weighted
max-min fairness principle is obviously superior to that based
on the first-come-first serve allocation mode in terms of

Figure 4. Relationship between storage and routing
transmission success rate of data forwarding node
As shown in Figure 5, the routing algorithm based on
different storage allocation modes significantly reduces the
average network delay as the storage resources in data
forwarding nodes continue to proliferate, while the routing
algorithm based on the weighted max-min fairness principle
performs significantly better than that based on the first-come
first-serve mode.
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the routing algorithm optimized by the weighted max-min
fairness principle.

Figure 5. Relationship between storage and route average
delays of data forwarding nodes
3.2.2 Relationship between the number of data forwarding
nodes and the performance of storage allocation modes
This section discusses the relationship of the number of data
forwarding nodes with two algorithms based on the weighted
max-min and first come first serve allocation modes. Based on
the simulation scenario of Table 1, the storage resource in the
data forwarding node is set to 50 Mb. Now we examine how
the performance of algorithms using different storage
allocation modes is subject to the number of data forwarding
nodes by modifying the number of data forwarding nodes. See
Figure 6 and 7 for test results.
As shown in Figure 6, in term of network transmission
success rate, the number of data forwarding nodes is
proportional to the network transmission success rate. The
network transmission gets a higher success rate as the data
forwarding nodes increase. The routing algorithm based on the
weighted max-min fairness principle also obtains a success
rate higher than that based on the first-come first-serve
allocation mode.

Figure 7. Relationship between the number of data
forwarding nodes and the average route time delay
Main reason for the above results are given as follows: (1)
When the number of data forwarding nodes is constant, a
larger storage space can serve more data nodes so as to
improve the network transmission success rate; (2) On the
premise that the storage resources are constant, the storage
resources are allocated based on the weighted max-min
fairness principle to provide services for more nodes, thus
shortening the average latency time of data nodes, and
reducing network delay; (3) The more the data forwarding
nodes, the more opportunities the data nodes can be served, so
that the DTN network transmission success rate and average
delay will be improved accordingly.
3.2.3 Relationship between the number of data nodes and the
performance of the storage allocation mode

Figure 6. Relationship between the number of data
forwarding nodes and route transmission success

Figure 8. Relationship between the number of data nodes
and the route transmission success rate

As shown in Figure 7, the proliferation of the data
forwarding nodes is highly effective to reduce the average
latency of the DTN network. Both routing algorithms
significantly reduce the average network latency, especially

This section describes the relationship between the number
of data nodes and two algorithms based on the weighted maxmin fairness principle and the first-come-first-serve allocation
modes. Based on the simulation situations in Table 1, the
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number of data forwarding nodes is set to 5; the size of storage
space is 50MB, and the number of data nodes around each core
gradually increases. By modifying the number of data nodes,
we observe how the network routing performance of
algorithms based on different storage allocation modes is
subjected to change with the number of data nodes. See Figure
8 and 9 for test results.
As shown in Figure 8, on the premise that the data
forwarding nodes and their storage resources are constant, as
the number of data nodes increases, the network transmission
success rate decreases but is relatively moderate since the
simulated nodes never proliferate intensely. It is conceivable
that the network success rate will be significantly poor if data
nodes increase sharply. In contrast, the storage resource
allocation mode based on weighted max-min fairness principle
is still significantly higher than that based on first-come-firstserve allocation mode in term of network transmission success
rate, but as the number of data nodes continues to grow, the
success rates of both will get closer and closer.

4. CONCLUSION
To improve the performance of the routing algorithm in the
DTN network, this paper applies the weighted max-min
fairness principle to the allocation of storage resources based
on the storage resource allocation optimization program at
data forwarding nodes. Compared with the first-come firstserve allocation mode, this mode can improve both network
transmission success rate and average network delay,
especially the performance of DTN network. The optimization
of storage allocation is an important means for improving the
network service quality.
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